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A Founder Member Along With Several Members Of Pakistan Peoples
Party, Bhitaiabad, And President Of Social Welfare Committee,
Qalanderabad Join Muttahida Quami Movement.
Karachi, October 12, 2007: Several members including founder member of Pakistan
Peoples Party, Bhitaiabad, Gulshan e Iqbal, Union Council 13, and the president of Social
Welfare Committee, Qalanderabad have joined Muttahida Quami Movement after getting
impressed by the thoughts, views, and philosophy of Leader of the Movement, Mr. Altaf
Hussain. This joining was announced the other day in an Iftar Party held by MQM
Suburbs Committee, Bhitaiabad Unit, which was attended by youngsters, elders, and
women from the vicinity as well as by in-charge MQM Suburbs Committee, Abdul
Khalique Baloch, Haq Parast Member Provincial Assembly, Yousuf Munir Sheikh, and
member MQM Suburbs Committee Farrukh Azam. Those who joined MQM at this
occasion include founder member of Pakistan Peoples Party Zafar Baloch, Ali Gul
Sanjrani, Akber Dil. Aftab Dayo, Rashid Khan, Majid, and president of Social Welfare
Committee Qalanderabad along with his hundreds of associates. Before this, while
addressing, Mr. Abdul Khalique Baloch, in-charge MQM Suburbs Committee, said from
Karachi to Khyber people from different nationalities, ethnicities, and religious minorities
are joining MQM after appreciating the thoughts and philosophy of the leader of the
movement Mr. Altaf Hussain and this phenomenon is disrupting the dreams and sleep of
the 2% privileged stratum of the society which includes feudal lords, landlords, and
capitalists. He said that MQM is steadfast in its mission, philosophy and the goal and
every worker of it will unite together to defunct the heinous devices of the conspirators
conspiring against 98% underprivileged population of Pakistan. Haq Parast member
Provincial Assembly Yousuf Munir Sheikh said that some chauvinist and prejudiced
elements are scared of ever increasing popularity of MQM among common men and
trying to spread hatred on the basis of cast and ethnicity and conspiring to divide people
of Pakistan on sectarian basis which is not at all good in the interest of the country, and
the nation. The member of the MQM suburbs Committee, Farrukh Azam said that the
politicking clerics have always made a fool of the public in the name of religion and Mr.
Altaf Hussain is the only leader who has exposed and uncovered the real face of these socalled political and religious parties in front of public. He congratulated the workers of
Pakistan peoples Party, Bhitaiabad on joining Muttahida Quami Movement and
welcomed them on board.

